Abstract. Connections between q-rook polynomials and matrices over nite elds are exploited to derive a new statistic for Garsia and Remmel's q-hit polynomial. Both this new statistic mat and another statistic for the q-hit polynomial recently introduced by D w orkin are shown to induce di erent m ultiset Mahonian permutation statistics for any F errers board. In addition, for the triangular boards they are shown to generate di erent families of Euler-Mahonian statistics. For these boards the family includes Denert's statistic den, and gives a new proof of Foata and Zeilberger's Theorem that exc; den is equi-distributed with des; maj. The mat family appears to be new. A proof is also given that the q-hit polynomials are symmetric and unimodal.
Introduction
Notation: LHS and RHS are abbreviations for left-hand-side" and right-hand-side", respectively. N denotes the nonnegative i n tegers, Z the integers, P the positive i n tegers, and F q a nite eld with q elements.
A board is a subset of an n n grid of squares. We label the squares of the grid with the same row,column coordinates as the squares of an n n matrix; the lower-left-hand-corner square has label n; 1, etc. A Ferrers board is a board with the property that i; j 2 B = k;p 2 B for 1 k i and j p n. Garsia for some statistic statC;B 2 N. In the sum above C is a placement of n non-attacking rooks on the n n grid, with exactly k on B. For q = 1 it reduces to t k B, the hit number of Riordan and Kaplansky, which equals the number of permutations which hit" k of the forbidden positions" represented by the squares of B. where C;B is calculated by the following procedure.
First place a bullet under each rook, and an x to the right o f a n y rook. Next, for each r o o k on B, place a circle in the empty cells of B that are below it in the column. Then for each The main result in this article is another solution to Garsia and Remmel's problem, discovered before the author knew of Dworkin's result. This new statistic, which w e call mat, bears super cial similarities to Dworkin's , but the author has been unable to show that one being a solution implies the other is as well. We arrive a t mat by counting matrices over nite elds subject to certain constraints, while Dworkin rst generalizes a recurrence for the hit numbers given by Riordan, then shows satis es this recurrence.
A permutation o f a m ultiset M is a linear list 1 2 M of the elements of M. For any v ector v = v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v t of nonnegative i n tegers, let f1 v1 2 v2 t vt g denote the multiset having v i copies of i, and let Mv be the set of permutations of f1 v1 2 v2 t vt g. If involving a statistic naj which they de ned recursively. They also gave a recursive de nition of a Mahonian statistic which involved an arbitrary Ferrers board. It would be interesting to obtain non-recursive v ersions of the de nitions of these statistics, and determine how they relate to other Mahonian statistics and Euler-Mahonian pairs.
In section 5 we show that T k B is a symmetric and unimodal polynomial in q for all B, a fact rst proved in Hag1 . The proof is a simple extension of Garsia and Remmel's proof that T k B 2 N q . For some boards we prove a stronger result by a di erent method.
Matrices over Finite Fields
Solomon Sol showed how a placement o f k non-attacking rooks on a rectangular board can naturally be associated to a rectangular n m matrix with entries in F q and of rank k. Ding has shown that a similar construction involving matrices over the complex numbers in the shape of a Ferrers board has applications to topological questions involving certain algebraic varieties Din1 , Din2 . In the lemma below w e generalize Solomon's result to Ferrers boards; the proof is a straightforward extension of his.
De nition 1. For B a F errers board with n columns some of which may be empty, let P k B be the number of n n matrices A with entries in F q , o f r ank k, and with the restriction that all the entries of A in those squares of A outside of B are zero. For example, if B is the board consisting of squares 1; 2,1; 3, and 2; 3, then P 0 = 1 ,P 1 = 2 q 2 , q , 1,P 2 =, 1 2 , and P 3 = 0 . Theorem 1. For any Ferrers board B,
where AreaB is the number of squares of B. Proof : Let A be a matrix of rank k, with entries in F q , and zero outside of B. We perform an operation on A which w e call the elimination procedure. Starting at the bottom of column 1 o f A, travel up until you arrive at a nonzero square if the whole rst column is zero go to column 2 and iterate. Call this nonzero square a pivot spot. Next add multiples of the column containing to the columns to the right of it to produce zeros in the row containing to the right o f . Also add multiples of the row containing to the rows above it to produce zeros in the column containing above . Now go to the bottom of the next column and iterate; nd the lowest nonzero square, call it a pivot spot, then zero-out entries above and to the right as before.
If we place rooks on the square and the other pivot spots we end up with k non-attacking rooks. The number of matrices which generate a speci c rook placement C is q , 1 k q of squares to the right o f o r a b o ve a rook = q , 1 k q AreaB,k,invC;B : Corollary 1. Let P k be the number of n n upper triangular matrices of rank k with entries in F q . Then P k = q , 1 k q n+1 2 ,k S n+1;n+1,k q ,1 ; where S n;k q is the q-Stirling number of the second kind de ned by the recurrences S n+1;k q : = q k,1 S n;k,1 q + k S n;k q 0 k n + 1 ; with the initial conditions S 0;0 q = 1 and S n;k q = 0 for k 0 or k n . Proof : It is known GaRe,p.248 that if B is the triangular board whose ith column has height i, then R k B = S n+1;n+1,k q: can be written as n,s X k=0 P n,k q n , q n,k q n,1 , q n,k q n,k+1 , q n,k n , k s ,1 n,k,s q s 2 +sk+1,kn,k :
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We want to show that the expression above equals Q s . Let A be a matrix of rank n , k, with entries in F q and zero outside B. We n o w perform an operation on A which w e call the replacement procedure. Starting with the last row the bottom row of A, de ne row k as the bottom-most row linearly dependent on the rows below it or k = n if the last row is zero.
Next let row k,1 be the next bottom-most row linearly dependent on the rows below it, etc.
Thus we end up with k rows k k,1 1 . We call the rows 1 ; : : : ; k dependent rows" and the other rows of A keeper rows". Now replace row 1 by a n y o f the q n , q n,k rows which are linearly independent of the rows of A. Call this new row 1 , and note that P n,k is multiplied by q n ,q n,k in 9. If 1 has any nonzero entries o B, w e call it a pivot row, and the spot where the left-most nonzero entry in 1 occurs a pivot spot when we perform the elimination procedure later, this spot will be a pivot. Next replace row 2 by a new row linearly independent of both the rows of A and the new row 1 , with the added constraint that if 1 is a pivot row, we require the new 2 row t o h a ve a zero in the column containing the pivot spot in row 1 . If 1 is a pivot row, there are q n,1 , q n,k choices for 2 if we look at all linear combinations of 1 ; w 1 ; : : : ; w n,k where the w i are the keeper rows of A, then for any xed c 2 ; : : : ; c n,k+1 , the sums c 1 1 + c 2 w 1 + : : : + c n,k+1 w n,k produce q di erent v alues in the column containing the pivot spot of 1 as c 1 cycles through its q possible values and q n , q n,k+1 choices otherwise. In the latter case, we de ne the weight of row 2 to be q ,1 this is what we need to multiply q n ,q n,k+1 by to get the desired factor q n,1 , q n,k occurring in 9. If 1 is a pivot row, let the weight o f r o w 2 be 1. As before, if 2 contains any nonzero entries o B we call it a pivot row, and its left-most nonzero entry a pivot spot. Now for 3 , we require there be zeros in the columns containing any pivot spots in rows 1 or 2 . More generally, in j , we require zeros below any of the pivot spots in rows i , 1 i j, and de ne the weight of j to be q ,w , with w equal to the cardinality of f i : i is not a pivot row and 1 i j g. Let factors; k : = n , k s ,1 n,k,s q s 2 +sk+1,kn,k as in 9. The argument above shows that Q s equals the number of matrices of rank n which are obtained by starting with matrices which are zero outside of B and performing the replacement procedure, and nally multiplying by the appropriate weight and factor. If we perform the elimination procedure from the proof of Theorem 1 to one of these new matrices, we end up with n pivots, where the pivots o B are exactly those pivots spots de ned above from the i .
Let Q s;j be the number of these matrices, counted with weights and factors, with j pivots o B.
Case 1: j = n , s. In this case, all the weights are 1. The row n umbers with pivots o B must have been the original 1 2 n,s . There are q n, n,s choices of row n,s to be dependent on the rows below; we call q n, n,s the pre-image term for this row. There are q n, n,s,1,1 the pre-image term for this row choices for row n,s,1 to be dependent o n t h e rows below, etc. Note that the P i in 9 satisfy i s, and only the i = s term can possibly generate matrices with n , s pivots o B. By the elimination procedure and 9, Q s;n,s = X C n rooks, s on B q , 1 n q n, n,s+n, n,s,1,1+:::+n, 1,n,s,1 q of squares to the right of a rook, or above a rook and on B q , of squares below a rook o B and to the right of some rook factors; n , s; where in the sum above 1 C n,s C are the row n umbers with rooks o B. Now of squares to the right of a rook or above a rook and on B
, of squares below a r o o k o B and to the right of some rook + n , n,s + n , n,s,1 + : : : + n , 1 = crossC;B , n;
and plugging this in above, after a short calculation we get Q s;n,s = X C n rooks, s on B q , 1 n q n 2 +crossC;B,nn,s :
In view of 7, Theorem 2 follows if we can show Q s;j = 0 i f j n , s. Case 2: j n , s. By an abuse of terminology, if the weight o f a r o w i s q w , we sometimes refer to w as the weight. A similar remark applies to the pre-image term.
For each k with j k n , s, the term P n,k in 9 makes a contribution. Say after replacement and elimination, we end up with a placement C of n rooks, with the j pivots o B in rows 1 2 j . Then all these rows, and k , j others, must have been the original 1 ; : : : ; k . We h a ve to sum over all choices of the k , j others, taking into account the weights, the pre-image terms n , k + n , k,1 , 1 + : : : + n , 1 , k , 1, and the factors; k term from 9.
Say there are 0 new rows above r o w 1 , 1 new rows between rows 1 and 2 ,: : : , and j below r o w j , with i 0 and 0 + 1 + : : : + j = k , j. Lets compute the total weight of such an arrangement, using the fact that as we m o ve d o wnwards, the weights of the rows decrease by one each time, unless the row is just below a i , in which case the weight stays the same. For the j rows below row j , say r o ws 1 2 j , the sum of the pre-image terms will be n , 1 + n , 2 , 1 + : : : + n , j , j + 1, and combining this with the weight for these rows gives a total contribution of n , j , j + 1 , 0 , 1 , : : : , j,1 + n , j,1 , j , 2 , 0 , 1 , : : : , j,1 , between rows j and j,1 . The pre-image terms will be n , j+1 , j + 1 + n , j+2 , j + 2 + : : : + n , j+j,1 , j + j,1 :
Adding in the weights as before we end up with a contribution of n , j+1 , 1 + n , j+2 , 1 + : : : + n , j+j,1 , 1 , j,1 k , j , 1 for these rows. Continuing in this way, for the 0 rows above r o w 1 we get a total contribution of n , j+:::+1+1 , j + : : : + j+:::+0 , j , 0 k , j , 1: As we range over all legal choices of the i i.e. i 6 = k for all i; k, the numbers n , 1 ; : : : ; n , j ; n , j+1 , 1; : : : ; n , j+j,1 , 1;
: : : ; n , j+:::+1+1 , j ; : : : ; n , j+:::+0 , j range over all numbers between 0 and n,j ,1. Thus raising q to the power of all terms above ignoring the i weights gives Next we add in the contribution from the i . The weight o f j is , 0 + : : : + j,1 and its pre-image term is n , j , j . For 2 , the weight i s , 0 + 1 and the pre-image term is n , 2 , j , 2 , j + : : : + 2 . For 1 , the weight i s , 0 and the pre-image term is n , 1 , j , 1 , j + : : : + 1 . The total contribution from the i is thus q , where := n , 1 + : : : + n , j , j 0 + : : : + j ,
For xed C which also xes the i w e t h us have a contribution to Q s;j of X k q , 1 n n , j k , j q k,j 2 ,k,j,1k,j,jk,j, j 2 q n, 1+:::+n, j q of squares to the right of a rook, or above a rook and on B q , of squares below a n y r o o k o B and to the right of some rook But there is one more square in Figure 6 that satis es two of the three conditions then there is in Figure 5 note the circled intersections; note also that rooks to the left or the right o f D will create the same number of intersections in both placements, hence we are justi ed in ignoring their contribution when determining how m uch cross changes by, and do not need to include them in our gures. Thus cross has decreased by one. There is a straightforward way, used by Riordan and Kaplansky KaRi , to identify a permutation = 1 2 n 2 S n having k descents, with a placement F of n rooks on the n n grid with k rooks on Bn. If j1 = 1, let y 1 be the cycle 1 2 j1 . If is the smallest integer not contained in y 1 , and j2 = , let y 2 be the cycle j1+1 j1+2 j2 , etc. Now let F be the placement h a ving a rook on i; j if and only if i and j are in the same cycle y p for some p, with i immediately following j. Call F the descent graph of . For example, if = 3521647, the y i are the cycles 3521, 64, and 7, and its descent graph is illustrated in in Fig. 13 . = n 2 , crossF; B n; then des; stat1 is equi-distributed with des; maj. To get another such pair des; stat2 we can re ect the board about the cross diagonal, i.e. relabel square i; j as square n,j + 1 ; n , i + 1, which gives us a new rook placement F 0 with the same number of rooks on Bn.
For example, if we re ect the placement in Fig. 13 we get the descent graph of 1425763. This placement will have a di erent v alue of mat, which w e can then use to de ne stat2 as in 17
above.
If we reverse a permutation with k descents, we get a new permutation : = n n,1 1 with n , k + 1 descents. By 13, if we let stat3 = matF ; B n , we h a ve an EulerMahonian pair des; stat3. We can also get another pair des; stat4 by re ection. So far we h a ve four statistics for both and mat which, when combined with des, form an EulerMahonian pair. For each of these statistics stat we can get another Euler-Mahonian pair by forming des; nk , stat if we let i : = n , n,i+1 + 1, then des = des and maj = ndes , maj, hence the LHS of 13 is symmetric about q nk=2 . Thus both and mat each induce a family of 8 pairs. Table I Table I An examination of Table I shows that none of the sixteen pairs equal each other for all . Hence the and mat families are fundamentally di erent, at least with respect to the simple transformations we h a ve considered here. In addition none of the sixteen pairs are equal to maj, and are also unequal to the statistic mak as described in CSZ the pair des; mak i s known to be Euler-Mahonian FoZe .
We can also make use of 15 and 16 to try and generate other Euler-Mahonian pairs. However, examples indicate that the pairs arrived at in this manner are rearrangements of the sixteen pairs above.
Some of our Euler-Mahonian statistics can easily be rephrased as a multiset solution to 4. We utilize the following generalization of 12 Hag1,p.118 ; One could also generate other identities by applying reciprocity to 18, but instead of working with excedences, we would need to work with rises, a rise being a value of i such that i f i v.
It doesn't seem to be as easy to obtain new statistics by reversing the string when working with multiset permutations since if such a p e r m utation has k excedences or k descents, the number of excedences or descents of the reversed string is unpredictable.
In the late 1980's M. Denert introduced an interesting permutation statistic which arose during her research into algebraic number theory. She conjectured that this statistic was Euler-Mahonian when paired with exc. Her conjecture was proven by F oata and Zeilberger FoZe , who named her statistic Denert's statistic", denoted by den. We n o w show that den is part of the family. and X O= f1 i j n; i j j g + f1 i j n; i j j g + f1 i j n; j i j g:
The formula for X Oabove equals den F oZe, p.33 and the formula for O simpli es to n exc , so we get = n exc , den and the joint distribution of exc; den with des; maj follows from 16 and the symmetry of the LHS of 13.
It is interesting to compare the statistic den with the following result, obtained by performing the above analysis with mat instead of . We list this in part a of the theorem below. As far as the author is aware, this is not equivalent t o a n y known statistic. It is desirable to have a multiset version of the explicit formula from part a. However, trying to mimic the above argument while using the board G c v doesn't seem to lead to a nice formula. Instead we use C and 19, and otherwise proceed exactly as in the proof of part a. The result is part b above. The details are left as an exercise to the interested reader.
Unimodality
In this section we show that for any admissible Ferrers board B, T k B is symmetric and unimodal. A di erent proof that T k B is symmetric can be found in Dwo, p.52 De nition 10.
x; c 1 ; c 2 ; : : : ; c n : = P n k=0 x k T n,k Bc 1 ; ; c n 1 , x1 , xq 1 , xq n ;
where Bc 1 ; c 2 ; : : : ; c n is the Ferrers board whose ith column has height c i .
satis es the following useful identity GaRe,p.259 : : +v i,1 , which i n volves the q ,r Simon Newcomb n umbers introduced by Rawlings Raw . The author hopes to describe connections between these numbers and q-rook polynomials more fully elsewhere Hag3 .
Galovich and White have i n troduced a very general method of generating Mahonian statistics, statistics they call splittable" GaWh . The author would like to thank them for consultations regarding the statistic matB, which together with simple examples have led to the conclusion that mat is not splittable, at least not for all boards B.
For some time researchers have sought a q-analog of the theory of permutations with restricted position. No positive answer to this question has ever been found. Joni and Rota JoRo showed how the study of vector spaces over nite elds with restricted bases is relevant to this problem. Later Chen and Rota ChRo proved that if you require a q-analog to have a certain interpretation in terms of automorphisms with prescribed behavior, then a solution is possible only for a few types of boards. There are interesting similarities between, but no obvious overlap with, some of their results and ours.
One can also try and develop a q-analog by nding a way of de ning R k for arbitrary boards not just Ferrers boards such that a q-analog of 3 holds. Perhaps the connection between matrices over F q of xed rank and rook placements will shed some light on this question. Note added i n p r oof: Using Theorem 6, Theorem 2 implies that the statistic crossC;B, , n+1 2 also generates T k B.
